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Event synchronization: A simple and fast method to measure synchronicity and time delay patterns
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We propose a simple method to measure synchronization and time-delay patterns between signals. It is based
on the relative timings of events in the time series, defined, e.g., as local maxima. The degree of synchroni-
zation is obtained from the number of quasisimultaneous appearances of events, and the delay is calculated
from the precedence of events in one signal with respect to the other. Moreover, we can easily visualize the
time evolution of the delay and synchronization level with an excellent resolution. We apply the algorithm to
short rat electroencephalogram~EEG! signals, some of them containing spikes. We also apply it to an intra-
cranial human EEG recording containing an epileptic seizure, and we propose that the method might be useful
for the detection of epileptic foci. It can be easily extended to other types of data and it is very simple and fast,
thus being suitable for on-line implementations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several measures of synchronization h
been proposed and applied successfully to different type
data. Among these studies we can distinguish two main
proaches:~1! One based on similarities of trajectories
phase space~constructed e.g., by time-delay embeddin!
@1–5#; ~2! One that measures phase differences between
signals, where the phases are defined either from a Hil
@6–8# or from a wavelet transform@9,10# ~as shown in Ref.
@5#, these two apparently different phases are indeed clo
related!.

These new methods compete in popularity with stand
measures such as the cross correlation, the coherence
tion, mutual information, and also with simple visual inspe
tion of the recordings. Cross correlation and coherence
clearly the measures most used so far. In contrast to them
new measures arenonlinear in the sense that they depen
also on properties beyond second moments. In addit
some of them have the advantage of being asymmetric, e
tually being able to show driver-response relationships@3,4#.

Among others, synchronization measures have been
for the study of electroencephalogram~EEG! signals. Appli-
cations include prediction and localization of epileptic act
ity @2,3,8#, phase locking between different recording sit
upon visual stimulation@9,10#, resonance between EEG an
muscle activity in Parkinson patients@7#, desynchronization
upon lesions in the thalamic reticular nucleus in rats@11#,
synchronization in motoneurons within the spinal cord@1#,
etc.

In the present paper we present a very simple algori
that can be used for any time series in which we can de
events. These can be spikes in single-neuron recordings,
leptiform spikes in EEGs, heart beats, stock market cras
etc. In principle, when dealing with signals of different cha
acter, the events could be defined differently in each ti
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series, since their common cause might manifest itself dif
ently in each series. Thisevent synchronization~ES! does not
require the notion of phase. It cannot distinguish betwe
different forms ofm:n lockings@6,7#, but it can tell which of
the two time series leads the other. And, above all, it is v
simple conceptually and easy to implement. Due to tha
can be used on-line and can show rapid changes of sync
nization patterns.

II. EVENT SYNCHRONIZATION AND DELAY
ASYMMETRY

Given two simultaneously measured discrete univari
time seriesxn andyn , n51, . . . ,N, we first define suitable
events and event timest i

x and t j
y ( i 51, . . . ,mx ; j

51, . . . ,my). In the signals to be analyzed in this pape
these events will be simply local maxima, subject to so
further conditions. If the signals are synchronized, ma
events will appear more or less simultaneously. Essentia
we count the fraction of event pairs matching in time, and
count how often each time series leads in these matc
Similar concepts were used in@12#.

Let us first assume that there is a well-defined charac
istic event rate in each time series. Counter examples inc
strong chirps and onsets of epileptic seizures where e
rates change rapidly. Such cases will be treated below.
lowing a time lag6t between two ‘‘synchronous’’ event
~which should be smaller than half the minimum intereve
distance, to avoid double counting!, let us denote byct(xuy)
the number of times an event appears inx shortly after it
appears iny, i.e,

ct~xuy!5(
i 51

mx

(
j 51

my

Ji j
t ~1!

with

Ji j
t 5H 1 if 0,t i

x2t j
y<t

1/2 if t i
x5t j

y

0 else,

~2!
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and analogously forct(yux). Next, we define the symmetri
cal and antisymmetrical combinations

Qt5
ct~yux!1ct~xuy!

Amxmy

, qt5
ct~yux!2ct~xuy!

Amxmy

, ~3!

which measure the synchronization of the events and t
delay behavior, respectively. They are normalized to 0<Qt
<1 and 21<qt<1. We haveQt51 if and only if the
events of the signals are fully synchronized. In addition
the events inx always precede those iny, thenqt51.

In cases where we want to avoid a global time scalt
since event rates change during the recording, we use a
definition t i j for each event pair (i j ). More precisely, we
define

t i j 5min$t i 11
x 2t i

x ,t i
x2t i 21

x ,t j 11
y 2t j

y ,t j
y2t j 21

y %/2. ~4!

We then defineJi j as in Eq.~2! with t replaced byt i j , and
c(xuy) as in Eq.~1! with Ji j

t replaced byJi j . The factor 1/2
in the definition oft i j avoids double counting if, e.g., tw
events inx are close to the same event iny. Of course, one
could also make other choices, e.g., by takingt i j smaller
than in Eq.~4! or by usingt i j8 5min$t,tij%. As in the defini-
tion of events, an optimal choice oft depends on the prob
lem. In the following we shall suppress the dependence ot,
understanding that all formulas apply for both variants.

To obtain time resolved variants ofQ and q we simply
modify Eq. ~1! to

cn~xuy!5(
i

(
j

Ji j Q~n2t i
x! ~5!

with n51, . . . ,N andQ the step function@i.e., Q(x)50 for
x<0 andQ(x)51 for x.0]. Similarly, cn(yux) is obtained
by exchangingx and y. Then, we define the time-resolve
antisymmetric combinationq(n)5cn(yux)2cn(xuy) which
can be seen as a random walk that takes one step up e
time an event inx precedes one iny and one step down i
vice versa. If an event occurs simultaneously in both sign
or if it appears only in one of them, the random walker do
not move. Exchangingx and y just reverses the walk. Fo
nonsynchronized signals, we expect to obtain a random w
with the typical diffusion behavior. With delayed synchron
zation we will have a bias going up~down! if x precedes
~follows! y. We should remark that such a bias clearly sho
the presence of a time delay of one signal with respect to
other, but does not necessarily prove a driver-response
tionship, although it might suggest it. In fact, internal del
loops of one of the systems can fool the interpretation. A
the two signals might be driven by a common hidden sou
and the bias just indicates different delays.

The time course of the strength of ES can be obtai
from Q(n)5cn(yux)1cn(xuy). If an event is found both inx
andy within the windowt ~respectivelyt i j ), Q(n) increases
one step, otherwise it does not change. Of course,Q(n) will
also not change if there are no new events at all. The s
chronization level at timen, averaged over the lastDn time
steps, is thus obtained as
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Q8~n!5
Q~n!2Q~n2Dn!

ADnxDny

, ~6!

whereDnx andDny are the numbers of events in the interv
@n2Dn,n#. Similarly, we can also define instantaneous d
lay asymmetriesq8(n).

III. APPLICATIONS

Let us now apply these concepts to two sets of intracra
EEG recordings, one from rats and the other from an epil
tic patient.

A. Rat EEGs

The five pairs of rat EEG signals were obtained fro
electrodes placed on the left and right frontal cortex of m
adult WAG/Rij rats~a genetic animal model of human ep
lepsy! @13#. They were referenced to an electrode placed
the cerebellum, filtered between 1–100 Hz and digitized
200 Hz. In Fig. 1 we show these signals@14#. The first pair
~part ~a! in Fig. 1! is a normal EEG, all others contain spik
discharges~not to be confused with spikes in single-neur
recordings! which are the landmark of epileptic activity
They arise from abnormal synchronization in an epilep
brain even when there are no seizures. A localized app
ance of spikes can indeed delimit a zone with abnormal
tivity ~though this will not necessarily be the epileptic focu!.
Furthermore, time delays between them can identify the e
trode closest to the epileptic focus, especially at the onse
seizures.

Several measures of synchronization were recently
plied to the first three cases of Fig. 1@5#. Since spike trains
lasted usually about 5 s, the challenge was to try the differ
measures in these short epochs. Surprisingly, nearly all
measures gave qualitatively similar results, hard to
guessed beforehand. These examples and two additi
cases~d! and~e!, also containing spikes, will be further ana
lyzed in this paper.

For ~a! it is difficult, due to its randomlike appearance,
visually estimate its level of synchronization and any de
of one electrode with respect to the other. However, we
already observe some patterns appearing nearly sim
neously in both the left and the right channels, thus show
some degree of interdependence. The spike-wave train
the other examples in principle suggest a high level of s
chronization. However, as already shown in Ref.@5#, the
spikes of~c! appear with a varying time lag between rig
and left channels and are therefore much less synchron
than those in~b!. This is of course not easily seen by visu
inspection of Fig. 1, but will be clear from the followin
analysis.

Events were defined as local maxima fulfilling the follow
ing additional conditions: ~1! x(t i).x(t i 1k), for k52K
11, . . . ,0, . . . ,K21; ~2! x(t i).x(t i 6K)1h; and the same
for y. We took K53 andh50.1. Other choices gave ver
similar results.

Since the rate of events is more or less constant, we u
a fixed t. The choicet52 gave a good discrimination be
4-2
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FIG. 1. Five pairs of rat EEG
signals from right and left cortica
intracranial electrodes. For a be
ter visualization, left signals are
plotted with an offset.
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tween the five cases. All results shown below were compa
to those obtained with surrogate pairs which were defined
shifting the left channel signals 500 data points~2.5 sec! to
the right, with periodic boundary conditions. Our test h
pothesis is that without changing the individual properties
each signal, after a large enough shifting synchroniza
should reach a background ‘‘zero’’ level. The usefulness
such surrogates was discussed in more detail in Ref.@5#.

For the five EEG signals of Fig. 1, we show the values
Qt52 andqt52 in Table I, both for the original signals an
the ‘‘time-shifted’’ surrogates. We observe that synchroni
tion levels rank (d).(e).(b).(a).(c). This is in agree-
04190
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ment with the analysis of examples~a!, ~b!, and~c! done in
Ref. @5# with several other measures of synchronizatio
Note that even example~a! is ranked consistently with the
other measures, although it does not contain obvious ev
such as the spikes of the other examples.

All synchronization values are clearly higher than those
their corresponding surrogates~surrogates constructed wit
other delay values gave similar results!. These surrogate val
ues vary a lot for the different examples, thus stressing
importance of keeping the individual properties of the s
nals when constructing surrogates. Except for~a!, the values
of q show that the signals from the right hemisphere
4-3
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behind the left ones (y). A closer visual inspection of Fig. 1
at higher resolution shows that this lag is usually 1 d
point. The reason of this systematic lag is unclear~it could be
an artifact of the data acquisition or a real physiological
fect! and it is beyond the scope of this paper.

In Fig. 2 we show the time evolution of synchronizatio
Q8(n) for the five examples, calculated with a window
Dn5100 data points. For most of the time, they are hig
than the values calculated from time-shifted surrogates~the
light horizontal lines indicate time averages61 s). In ~a!,
~b!, and ~c! we see abrupt changes of synchronization w
time that seem statistically significant. In retrospect they
also be seen in Fig. 1 on closer inspection, but they are m
less obvious there and could easily be missed. Compare
the first three,~d! and~e! are more stable in time. Finally, th

TABLE I. Time-averaged event synchronizationQ and delayq
for the five examples of Fig. 1. Positive values ofq indicate that
events in the left side lags behind the right one. Surrogate value
synchronization were obtained by shifting left channel signals
data points.

Example
~Fig. 1! Qt52 qt52 Qt52

surr qt52
surr

~a! 0.57 0.15 0.24 20.01
~b! 0.80 20.29 0.29 0.01
~c! 0.48 20.20 0.13 20.01
~d! 0.93 20.59 0.41 0.04
~e! 0.90 20.13 0.46 0.03

FIG. 2. Time-resolved event synchronizationQt528 (n) for the
examples of Fig. 1. Horizontal lines correspond to the time avera
61s of the surrogate.
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time resolved ES shows a better resolution than all synch
nization measures considered in Ref.@5#.

Figure 3 shows the time-resolved asymmetry between
right and the left channels~upper plot! and the results from
surrogates~lower plot!. In all five cases, the bias is in agre
ment with theq values shown in Table I. The bias in~d! is
not only the strongest but also the most constant, confirm
that ~d! shows the most robust and stationary ES~compare
Fig. 2!. For the other examples we see regular changes w
time. This is of course very difficult to see in the origin
recordings, and it was also not seen with any of the synch
nization measures studied in Ref.@5#. As expected, for the
surrogates we obtain random walks with small and erra
displacements.

B. Human EEG

As a second example we analyzed an intracranial E
recording from an epileptic patient containing 12 min.
preseizure and seizure EEG. Data were recorded from
needle shaped depth electrodes with ten contacts each.
were symmetrically placed in the left~contacts TL1 to TL10!
and right~contacts TR1 to TR10! temporal lobes, in the en
torhinal cortex and hippocampal formation. The EEG w
sampled at 173 Hz and band pass filtered between 0.53
Hz. For further details on the data we refer to Ref.@3#. As in
the previous example, event times were defined as lo
maxima, but usingK510 and h550 ~this large K was
needed because the data are more noisy than the rat data
smaller values would have led to many spurious events!. Due
to the varying event rate, we used a variable-t approach. For
the time resolved event synchronizationQ8(n) we took a
window Dn51730.

Figure 4 shows the time-averaged event synchroniza
values between all channels. A detailed analysis of synch
nization patterns for similar recordings has already been
scribed by Arnholdet al. @3# using a robust measure of non
linear synchronization. Here, we just summarize the m
results which are in perfect agreement with those in Ref.@3#.
We first note that synchronization between left and rig
electrodes is relatively low and that the right contacts fo
two clusters: TR1–3 and TR4–10. This is just due to the f
that the first three contacts were located in the entorh
cortex and the remaining ones in the hippocampus@3#. More-
over, for the right side we observe a gradual decrease
synchronization with increasing distance between conta
The synchronization pattern for the left channels is differe
There, the separation between the enthorinal cortex and
hippocampus is overshadowed by the epileptic activity, le
ing to a higher overall synchronization level.

A visual analysis of the seizure onset revealed that c
tacts TL7 and TL8 showed the first signs of seizure activ
Figure 5 shows the time-resolved synchronizationQ8(n) and
delaysq(n) between TL7 and the remaining left side cha
nels. As expected, synchronization is largest between T
and its neighbors TL8 and TL6. It is not homogeneous
time and we have several short drops before seizure st
Moreover, starting at seizure onset and during the whole
zure, synchronization of TL7 with TL8 and TL9 is high

of
0

es
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Time delays between the right and left channels~upper plot! and for their surrogates~lower plot!. Up ~down! shifts mean
precedence of the right~left! channel.
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while synchronization with TL6 and all others is decreas
The lower panel shows that all left channels lag behind ch
nel TL7. There is just one exception: During the first part
the seizure, channel TL7 falls back and channel TL8 le
for about half a minute~indeed, the lead of TL7 is weakene
04190
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already some 3 min before the seizure!. After this, TL7 takes
up its lead even more vigorously than before. This mig
indicate that the source of epileptic activity moves. Wheth
these features are common to many epileptic seizures
whether they can have clinical significance, for e.g., foc
4-5
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Time-averaged event synchronization~Q! between the contacts on the left and right depth electrodes~TL1–10 and
TR1–10, respectively!.
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localization requires further study with a larger database
In Fig. 6 we show the delays of the contralateral chan

~TR7! with respect to the other right channels~upper plot!
and to the left channels~lower plot!. Channels TR4–6
strongly and steadily follow channel TR7, which itself fo
lows channels TR8 and TR10. This might reflect the sou
of ‘‘normal’’ synchronized activity. A detailed analysis is ou
side the scope of this paper and will be further addres
elsewhere. As seen from the lower panel, synchroniza
between both hemispheres is weak andq shows unbiased
random walks. The complete absence of any deviant be
ior during the seizure reflects the fact that the seizure d
not spread to the contralateral side.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we presented a different approach to m
sure synchronization and time delays that is based on
relative timings of events~in this study defined as loca
maxima!. This also gives an easy visualization of tim
resolved synchronization and delay patterns. The metho
appealing due to its simplicity, straightforward implemen
tion, and speed. These features make very easy its on
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implementation. In the particular case of EEGs, the propo
approach is promising for the study of recordings of epilep
patients, where synchronization is important and the anal
of time-delay patterns could be useful for the localization
the epileptic focus. Also, the method should be well sui
for single-neuron recordings, where the fast dynamics
spikes makes difficult the analysis with other measures
this paper we focused on application to EEG signals, but
method can be easily applied to other types of data just
adjusting the definition of events.
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FIG. 5. ~Color! Time-resolved event synchronization~upper plot! and delay asymmetries~lower plot! between a channel near th
epileptic focus~TL7! and the remaining channels on the same side. The red bar shows the duration of the epileptic seizure.
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Delay patterns between an contact in the nonfocal side~TR7! against the other contacts in the nonfocal side~upper plot!
and against the contacts in the focal side~lower plot!. No anomalous behavior is seen during the seizure~red bar!. Notice the different scales
in the two plots.
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